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Ultrasonic Inspection and Self-Healing of Ge and
3C-SiC Semiconductor Membranes

L. Q. Zhou , G. Colston, M. Myronov, D. R. Leadley, O. Trushkevych, V. Shah, and R. S. Edwards

Abstract— Knowledge of the mechanical properties and sta-
bility of thin film structures is important for device operation.
Potential failures related to crack initiation and growth must
be identified early, to enable healing through e.g. annealing.
Here, three square suspended membranes, formed from a thin
layer of cubic silicon carbide (3C-SiC) or germanium (Ge) on
a silicon substrate, were characterised by their response to
ultrasonic excitation. The resonant frequencies and mode shapes
were measured during thermal cycling over a temperature range
of 20–100 ◦C. The influence of temperature on the stress was
explored by comparison with predictions from a model of thermal
expansion of the combined membrane and substrate. For an
ideal, non-cracked sample the stress and Q-factor behaved as
predicted. In contrast, for a 3C-SiC and a Ge membrane that had
undergone vibration and thermal cycling to simulate extended
use, measurements of the stress and Q-factor showed the presence
of damage, with the 3C-SiC membrane subsequently breaking.
However, the damaged Ge sample showed an improvement
to the resonant behaviour on subsequent heating. Scanning
electron microscopy showed that this was due to a self-healing of
sub-micrometer cracks, caused by expansion of the germanium
layer to form bridges over the cracked regions, with the effect
also observable in the ultrasonic inspection. [2020-0017]

Index Terms— Laser ultrasound, vibration, microelectro-
mechanical systems (MEMS), thin films.

I. INTRODUCTION

SOLID thin films are used in a wide variety of engineering
systems, including development of micro-electro-

mechanical systems (MEMS) and nano-electro-mechanical
systems (NEMS) [1]–[4]. The suspended square thin film is a
simple MEMS structure and can be used in pressure sensors,
or as a platform for integrating devices for applications
such as near-infrared photo-detectors, flow sensors, photonic
modulators, lasers, and enhancing silicon light emission via
carrier injection [5]–[10].

The use of tensile strained membranes, such as
Germanium (Ge) on Silicon (Si), can change the electronic
or optoelectronic properties by reducing the energy band
gap [11], [12]. However, the residual stress in thin films,
especially within a multilayer structure, is temperature
dependent. Changes in temperature can induce mechanical
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deformation, which can subsequently lead to damage
or failure, influencing the properties of functional devices
formed using thin films. Therefore, knowledge of the
mechanical properties and stability of the thin film structures
at their working temperatures is important. Key threats to the
stability of the structures are crack initiation and growth, and
delamination between layers, which influence the mechanical
reliability. These failure or delamination processes are related
to variations in the mechanical interactions between the
substrate and thin film layers. In turn, these variations are
linked to the residual stress, through processes such as
thermal relaxation, in-plane stretching or contraction during
operation in an environment subject to vibrational noise, and
substrate curvature or plastic yielding [13].

A measurement of the residual stress can be used to deter-
mine the risks for cracking and delamination [14]. Recently,
several techniques have been used to measure the mechan-
ical stability and residual stress in membranes [15]. These
include methods such as curvature measurement and bulge
testing [16], [17], X-ray diffraction [18], and resonant vibra-
tional methods [6], [19], [20]. Each technique has advantages
and disadvantages [15], [19], but the method of vibrational
resonance measurement offers the potential to be developed
into a quick, non-destructive method of characterising the
properties of membranes during production or in-situ, as well
as offering the potential for identification of defects. This
technique measures vibration at ultrasonic frequencies, with
the resonant frequencies related to the residual stress, and the
quality (Q-)factor linked to the membrane quality.

Damage in membranes has been investigated by using
techniques such as micro-indentation and stress cycling to
produce damage, and is typically measured using a contact
profilometer [21]–[23]. In the samples used here, attempts
to contact the membrane, for example using atomic force
microscopy, have led to breakage. Baumert and Pierron [24]
studied Ni structures, measuring the resonant frequency, and
showed that this was sensitive to damage, with sudden changes
in frequency related to fracture. Chandrahalim et al. [25]
have studied resonators with frequencies above 1 GHz using
laser-Doppler interferometry.

This paper describes vibrational resonance measurements of
two types of membrane, for new membranes and those which
have undergone extended vibration and thermal cycling to
simulate extended use. The measurements offer evidence of the
onset of damage, through measurement of several properties
including the resonant frequencies (related to residual stress)
and the resonance Q-factor. In addition, a Ge film shows evi-
dence of self-healing of sub-micrometer cracks during heating
of the membrane, confirmed by microscopy measurements.
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TABLE I

REPRESENTATIVE VALUES OF THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS OF MATERIALS USED AS SUBSTRATE AND THIN FILM [13]

II. RESIDUAL STRESS AND TEMPERATURE

For an ideal tensile-stressed membrane, the relationship
between residual stress and the resonant mode frequencies in
a vacuum or in air, considering the effect of air damping,
is given by

fmn = 1
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Here σ is the biaxial stress, ρ is the film density, lx and ly

are its lateral dimensions, n & m represent the mode number,
β = ρair l/ρt is the thickness correction factor, ρair is the
density of air, t is the membrane thickness, and � is the
non-dimensional added virtual mass incremental (NAVMI)
factor, which is determined by boundary conditions and mode
shape [26]–[29]. The resonance frequency is proportional to
the square root of the residual stress; therefore as stress
changes, so will the frequency.

The total residual stress σT at an arbitrary temperature is
governed by two parts: an intrinsic component σi which is
generated by the lattice mismatch between membrane and
substrate during growth [13], [14], and a temperature depen-
dent component σth which is determined by the coefficients
of thermal expansion (CTE) of the membrane and substrate.
The total residual stress is given by

σT = σth + σi , (2)

and the thermal component can be approximated as

σth = E

1 − ν
(α f (T ) − αs(T ))(T0 − T ), (3)

where E is the Young’s modulus and ν is the Poisson’s ratio
of the thin film material, and α f and αs are the CTE of thin
film and substrate [30]. T0 is the growth temperature of the
thin film. The thermal component is taken to be zero during
growth, but changes due to contraction or expansion of the
thin film and substrate on heating or cooling. A positive value
of σ represents tensile stress, while negative is compressive
stress [30].

The measurements presented here study two different mate-
rials. One type of sample is a Ge suspended thin film with a
Si substrate, which will generate compressive stress on the
thin film when cooling from the growth temperature to room
temperature due to the thermal expansion, because Ge has
a larger CTE than Si. The second sample is a cubic silicon
carbide (3C-SiC) suspended thin film with a Si substrate,
which has the opposite thermal effect to Ge as the sample
is cooled from the growth temperature because 3C-SiC has a
smaller CTE than Si, with a turning point in measurements
of the CTE at a temperature of around 220 ◦C. The thermal
expansion coefficients of thin film and substrate materials

TABLE II

SAMPLE LIST

are given in table I [13]. Both materials are single crys-
talline and cubic, 3C-SiC(100) and Ge(100), as confirmed by
X-ray diffraction [31]–[33], and can therefore be taken to be
isotropic. Mode mixing of modes has been shown to occur on
a square membrane, for example modes 2:3 and 3:2 occurring
at the same frequency, confirming the isotropic nature of the
vibration [6].

III. METHODOLOGY

Ge and 3C-SiC thin films were deposited onto Si substrates
by reduced pressure chemical vapour deposition (RP-CVD).
Monocrystalline 3C-SiC thin films were grown at high tem-
perature (1100–1200◦C) at a pressure of 100 Torr in an
ASM Epsilon 2000E RP-CVD system using both a C and
Si source precursor. Growth was carried out on 100 mm
diameter, on-axis, Si (001) substrates with standard 525 μm
thickness. By controlling the growth time, thin film samples
with varying thicknesses were achieved. Sample thicknesses
can be achieved from tens of nanometers to a few microns,
with more information in references [31] and [34].

A two temperature method was used to grow the Ge
epitaxial layers. Ge epilayers were also grown within an ASM
Epsilon 2000E RP-CVD system on standard Si substrates. The
first deposition temperature was 400◦C for the first 100 nm
thick Ge layer, then the following layer was grown at 670◦C,
and a final anneal was carried out at a temperature of 830◦C for
10 minutes to improve the crystal quality of the Ge epilayer.
More growth details are available in references [32], [35], [36].

Both Ge and 3C-SiC epilayers were suspended in the
form of square membranes through selective anisotropic wet
etching. Photolithography was used to pattern the underside of
the Si substrate with Protek PSB, a UV sensitive photoresist
resistant to alkaline etchants, giving the required suspended
structure geometry [37], [38]. To fabricate the suspended
structures, part of the Si substrate was removed using a
deep anisotropic wet etching process using 30% tetramethy-
lammonium hydroxide (TMAH) at a temperature between
80 and 90◦C for 12-16 hours [31], [39]. Both Ge and 3C-SiC
are resistant to etching in TMAH at such temperatures and
therefore provide a self-terminating etch process. The etching
time depends on the temperature, concentration of chemicals
and substrate thickness. The samples presented in this paper
are summarised in table II.

The membranes were investigated by measuring their
vibrations over a frequency range of 50–500 kHz at a pressure
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Fig. 1. The measurement set-up used for vibrational testing. The membrane
geometry is shown from underneath.

of 10−3 mbar, with thermal cycling from 20 to 100 ◦C to simu-
late operation at different temperatures over a typical operating
temperature range for a semiconductor device. This frequency
range was chosen as it includes the fundamental resonance and
several higher-order resonances, allowing identification of the
fundamental and accurate measurement of the stress. Measure-
ment at a reduced pressure gives a more accurate measurement
due to the improved Q-factors and reduction of the impact of
the NAVMI. The measurement set-up is shown in figure 1. The
membrane was glued to a ring-shaped piezoelectric transducer
which was clamped onto an insulated fire brick, also ring
shaped and porous, enabling air to be removed equally from
both sides of the membrane [20]. The transducer was driven by
a function generator with a continuous sinusoidal AC voltage,
with the excitation voltage limited to 10 mV to ensure the
vibration was in the linear regime [20]. An Intelligent Optical
Systems two-wave mixer interferometer was used to measure
the membrane’s out-of-plane displacement during vibration;
this uses a 1550 nm wavelength laser and has a bandwidth
of 250 MHz. The laser spot had a diameter of 200 μm.
To minimise heating from the laser the power was set to
50 mW; this ensured that any effect from local heating due to
the laser was minimal, and this was confirmed prior to testing
using thermal imaging.

Measurements of the frequency behaviour of the vibration
were taken with the laser at a set of fixed points on the
membrane (centre, quarter diagonal, etc.). This ensures that
modes with nodes and antinodes in different positions can be
measured. The displacement across the membrane was then
measured using a 2D scan to identify each mode, with the
stress obtained using equation 1 [20]. Temperature cycling
was controlled using a Peltier device. Heat was transferred
to and from the membrane structure using copper tape to
overcome the limited thermal transfer through the transducer.
The temperature was measured on the opposite side of the
membrane to the hot finger using a Pt1000 resistor with an
accuracy of ±0.3 ◦C. Each measurement was taken once
thermal equilibrium had been achieved; thermal imaging was
performed at room pressure to ensure that there was no
thermal gradient between hot finger and thermal sensor once
thermal equilibrium had been reached. All measurements were
therefore done after the measured temperature had been stable

Fig. 2. Frequency scan at two positions on the 3C-SiC membrane. The images
show simulated mode shapes for each resonance, with the measurement
positions marked on the fundamental.

for at least 30 minutes. A scanning stage was used to enable
one- and two-dimensional scanning.

COMSOL was used to model the thermal expansion and its
effect on the stress for the Ge film, considering the geometry
of the thin film and substrate and their changing dimensions
as a function of temperature [40]. Young’s modulus was set
at 103 GPa, while Poisson’s ratio was 0.26. The process
was simplified by assuming a single growth temperature, T0,
which is used as the free parameter in equation 3 to fit the
experimental data.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. 3C-SiC Thin Film
Figure 2 shows a frequency scan done on the 3C-SiC

membrane to identify the resonances, measured at atmospheric
pressure. This was done at two positions; close to the mem-
brane centre and on the diagonal, to ensure sensitivity to
most modes. The scan was done with a 1 kHz step size. The
fundamental resonance mode is around 80 kHz, with higher
order resonances at higher frequencies. The stress is related
to the frequency of each resonant mode via equation 1, and
therefore by using the measured mode frequencies for multiple
modes the stress can be obtained. For this sample the stress
was found to be 124±1 MPa at room temperature and pressure.
This measurement ensures that the fundamental resonance is
correctly identified [6], [20].

Following this measurement, the behaviour of the funda-
mental resonance was measured at 10−3 mbar as temperature
was changed, with the expected shift in frequency as pressure
was reduced. Measurements were performed with the laser at
the mid-point of the membrane due to the mode shape and
symmetry. Figure 3 shows the results of these measurements.
Part (a) plots the magnitude of the vibration at each driving
frequency on a colour scale, showing the change in the
resonance frequency with temperature, indicating a change
in the stress. According to equation 3 and the values of
the CTEs in table I, the thermal stress for a 3C-SiC thin
film with a Si substrate has a turning point, as the tensile
stress becomes compressive stress, at a temperature of around
212 ◦C. This occurs as the CTE value of 3C-SiC becomes
larger than that of Si. Models show that this leads to a peak
in the resonant frequency at a temperature of around 120 ◦C.
However, figure 3 shows a reversal of the thermal stress at
a much lower temperature than expected, at around 70◦C,
indicating a mechanism which has released stress.
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Fig. 3. Results of thermal cycling measurement for the fundamental
resonance of 3C-SiC at 10−3 mbar. (a) 2D colour map of frequency amplitude
response; the colour represents the displacement. (b) Q-factor at resonance,
and change in resonance frequency, as a function of temperature. The line
shows a calculation using equation 3.

In figure 3(b) the Q-factor for the 3C-SiC film is presented,
along with the resonant frequency from the experiment and
the calculations. The Q-factor is expected to have two factors
influencing the thermal behaviour; as temperature is increased,
the glue acting as coupling between transducer and sample
softens, which leads to a drop in resonance amplitude above
about 40 ◦C. This softening is beneficial as it ensures that there
is no large external force applied due to thermal expansion of
the transducer and the sample. In addition, any increase in
frequency is linked to an increase in tensile stress, which also
affects Q. Here, the Q-factor had an unexpected sharp rise from
36 to 45 ◦C, which was also observed in measurement of the
amplitude of vibration. Following this rise, the effects due to
softening of the glue and the change in frequency dominated
once more and led to a further reduction in Q-factor.

The jump in the Q-factor and the release of stress are indica-
tive of changes in the boundary conditions of the membrane,
potentially due to the initiation of cracking. Unfortunately, this
film was sufficiently damaged that it was destroyed, preventing
further testing.

B. Ge Thin Films

Two Ge thin films were tested, summarised in table II. One
(Ge_Sample_2) was a new sample, while Ge_Sample_1
had undergone prolonged large amplitude vibration.

Fig. 4. Measurement of Ge_Sample_2 at 10−3 mbar. (a) Frequency
amplitude response (legend gives measurement temperature), (b) percentage
change in stress, and (c) Q-factor behaviour. �T = 0 is set at room
temperature.

Optical microscopy before the thermal cycling tests did
not show any damage to either film.

At room temperature and a pressure of 10−3 mbar,
Ge_Sample_2 (700 nm thickness and 955 μm lateral dimen-
sions) had a fundamental resonance frequency of 155.33 kHz,
and a stress of 0.362 GPa. A value of � of 0.40 was found.
Figure 4 shows the thermal cycling measurement results.
Measurements were again performed with the laser at the
mid-point of the membrane due to the mode shape and
symmetry of the first resonant mode. The frequency of the
fundamental resonance was measured, with results shown
in part (a). The resonant frequency drops as temperature is
increased, which is linked to a change in stress via equation 2.
The percentage change in the stress as the sample is heated
(�T = 0 is set at room temperature) is shown in (b). The
change in stress due to the frequency shift calculated using
equation 3 is plotted as a line, using a value of 450 ◦C for
the fit (free parameter T0). This is a realistic fit parameter
compared to the two growth temperatures; the first, low
temperature layer will contain most of the defects due to lattice
mismatch and dominate the intrinsic stress, while the higher
temperature growth layer will show reduced stress. Data is
shown for heating and cooling twice from room temperature to
the maximum temperature, to show reproducibility. The stress
shows a change of approximately 0.2% per ◦C temperature
change, with simulation and results agreeing well.

Figure 4(c) shows the variation in Q-factor as temperature
is increased. It is expected that this will drop as temperature
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Fig. 5. First heating cycle for Ge_sample_1 at 10−3 mbar. (a) Shows the
percentage change in stress, (b) shows the Q-factor with changing temperature,
(c) shows the vibration amplitude at resonance.

is raised, due to the change in stress and frequency, and the
variation in coupling between transducer and sample during
thermal cycling; the glue softens as temperature is raised,
shown by the reduced amplitude in part (a). Any changes in
residual stress and boundary conditions will also affect the
measurement. A consistent trend of decreasing Q-factor with
increasing temperature was observed for all cycles, indicating
that any changes for this sample are dominated by coupling
variations. At the higher temperatures the effect of the glue
softening stabilises, but further reduction is observed due to
the change in frequency of the mode.

Figure 5 shows the behaviour of Ge_sample_1 (2 μm
thickness, 1370 μm lateral dimensions, extended vibration)
during its first thermal cycling test. A value of 450 ◦C
was again used for the simulation. At the start of the tem-
perature sweep the stress and Q-factor followed the trends
shown in the simulation and for Ge_sample_2. However,
as temperature increased some variations away from this
behaviour were observed. The stress, plotted in figure 5(a),
shows variation away from the simulated values above �T =
10 ◦C, with a change compared to the predictions of the
simulation. Similarly, the Q-factor and resonance amplitude
(figures 5(b) and (c)) show a sudden increase at �T = 40 ◦C;
beyond that point the Q-factor enters a period of growth and
then further reduction, indicating a significant change to the
thin film at this �T followed by resumption of the drop due
to changes in frequency and coupling to the transducer. This
is similar to the behaviour of the damaged 3C-SiC film, with
such changes not observed on Ge_sample_2, and hence not
attributable to coupling. Alongside the deviation away from the
predicted resonance frequency behaviour, this suggests onset
of damage to the sample.

Fig. 6. Ge_sample_1, further thermal cycling tests. (a) Frequency response,
(b) percentage change in stress found from the fundamental resonance
frequency, (c) Q-factor. (d) Shows the percentage change in frequency for
several resonant modes.

Sample Ge_Sample_1 was then subjected to further ther-
mal cycling, with results shown in figure 6. Part (b) shows the
percentage change in stress. Repeatability of the measurements
following the changes observed in figure 5 is now found,
with the stress changing by 0.28% per ◦C, which is more
than predicted in the simple model over the temperature
range observed. The Q-factor shows a cycle and temperature
dependent behaviour (figure 6 (c)). There is some small
variation in the starting values of the Q-factor at �T = 0,
but overall the same trend with temperature is observed in
each sweep, with the Q-factor increasing with increasing
temperature. The behaviour stabilises following the second
heating cycle, indicating a stabilisation to changes to the
thin film. For a perfect membrane the Q-factor reduces as
temperature is increased, primarily due to softening of the
coupling between transducer and sample; this increase in
Q-factor showed, unexpectedly, an improved resonator as
temperature increased. The amplitude response (figure 6 (a))
also displays the opposite behaviour to expectation before
a temperature of 73.1 ◦C; a reduction in amplitude was
expected as temperature was increased due to the softening
of the coupling, but the rise in amplitude again suggests an
improved resonator. The percentage frequency change (and
hence stress change) for higher order resonant modes has
the same behaviour as found from the fundamental resonance
(figure 6 (d)).
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Fig. 7. Microscopy image of Ge_Sample_1 (a) before and (b) after the
first thermal cycle. (b) Shows the upper left corner of the membrane to show
cracking clearly.

Fig. 8. SEM views from the interface side with Si substrate removed,
taken at a corner position at room temperature for (a) sample Ge_Sample_1,
(b) sample Ge_Sample_2. The dashed lines indicate the edges between the
suspended Ge and bulk Si. The light lines on the membrane in part (a) are
cracks, and the circle indicates the region where the cracking in figure 9(a)
and (b) occurs.

The NAVMI � can be found by comparing the frequency
measured at room pressure and at low pressure. A value of �
of 0.40 was found for both Ge samples before undergoing
heating and cooling cycles. Ge_Sample_1 initially had a
resonant frequency of 103.09 kHz, corresponding to a stress
of 0.228 GPa [20]. Following thermal cycling, the resonant
frequency of sample Ge_Sample_1 changed to 104.69 kHz,
and � changed to 0.78. The increased NAVMI factor con-
firms changing of the boundary conditions, potentially due to
cracking. Microscopy measurements confirmed this.

C. Microscopy of Ge Films
To confirm the presence of cracking in Ge_sample_1,

which showed indications of damage but was still operational
as a resonator, microscopy images were taken. Figure 7 shows
images taken using an optical microscope. Figure 7 (a) shows
the thin film condition before the testing, with no cracks
visible. (b) shows a corner of the sample after the first heating
cycle, and small cracks can be seen at the corner regions. The
diversion from the predicted stress and the change in Q-factor
was attributed to this initiation of cracks. The size of the cracks
were too small to measure using the optical microscope.

The condition of the two Ge thin films were measured using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Zeiss SUPRA 55-VP)
with preliminary results shown in figure 8. This measured a
corner on each of the two thin films, with the image taken
from the substrate and interface side. Figure 8(b) shows sample
Ge_Sample_2 to be a good quality thin film. However, sam-
ple Ge_Sample_1 shows a series of macroscopic crack-like
defects clustered around the membrane edges (figure 8(a)).
These are likely due to the previous high amplitude vibra-
tions and thermal cycling, and may have initiated during the

Fig. 9. SEM images of sample Ge_Sample_1 taken at 10−6 mbar.
(a) and (b) Show the same region of the membrane at 35.4 ◦C and 94.6 ◦C
respectively. (c) and (d) Show another region at 81.6 ◦C.

measurement shown in figure 5, explaining the change in
behaviour of Q-factor, stress and vibration amplitude.

A further SEM measurement utilising temperature control,
for a temperature range of 32 to 95 ◦C, was taken on sam-
ple Ge_Sample_1 to understand the temperature-dependent
behaviour of the stress and Q-factor. The sample was placed
on a copper ring, then onto a manually controlled heating
stage which replaced the standard sample holder inside the
SEM chamber. The resolution of the temperature control stage
was 0.1 ◦C. The SEM chamber pressure was reduced to
10−6 mbar. Temperature was measured by a sensor which
was fixed inside the copper stage under the sample. Before
each measurement the system was left for 30 minutes to
reach thermal equilibrium. The measured SEM pictures under
different temperatures are shown in figure 9. Part (a) was
measured at a temperature of 35.4 ◦C, part (b) is at the same
position as (a) but for a temperature of 94.6 ◦C, with the image
zoomed in to show more detail. Parts (c) and (d) show cracking
at another position on the membrane measured at 81.6 ◦C.

The SEM images under temperature control in figure 9
show interesting thermal behaviour. Parts (a) and (b) show
a non-uniform growth and bulging of the Ge, leading to the
formation of apparent joins between the two sides of a crack.
Similarly, (c) and (d) show a partial bridging of the cracking
which appears as the temperature was raised, with multiple
bridges observable on both cracks shown in (c). This is due
to thermal expansion of the Ge into the cracked region. The
depth of the cracks are around 200-400 nm, i.e. less than the
thickness of the thin film, hence the non-destructive nature of
the cracking and the fact that the thin film was not destroyed.
The openings of the cracks range from tens of nm to around
1 μm, with most of the bridges formed when the width was
smaller than 500 nm. The cracks at corner positions did not
shown any healing as the temperature was increased as they
are around 2 to 3 μm wide.

This self-healing phenomenon as the temperature is raised
can explain the resonant behaviour and the longevity of the
Ge materials during operation. As the temperature is raised
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and bridges are formed the thin film resonance behaviour
will improve, leading to an increase in Q-factor (as shown
in figure 6 (b)), counteracting the reduction in Q due to fre-
quency shifts and temperature dependences in the experimental
set-up. This also explains the amplitude increase shown in
figure 6(c) for sample Ge_Sample_1 as the temperature is
increased. The connections improve the propagation of the
wave on the thin film, reducing energy dissipation. Crack
closure has previously been identified in MEMS materials,
but was attributed to oxide growth [22]; this is not the case
with these materials.

V. CONCLUSION

Vibrational resonance measurements of thin films show the
potential to be used as a non-destructive testing method to
analyse the quality of membranes, either during manufacture
or in-situ. This has been demonstrated using membranes
which were subject to large amplitude, prolonged vibrations,
and thermal cycling, simulating extended use. Changes in
thermal expansion of the membrane and the substrate during
thermal cycling can lead to damage, which can be enough to
destroy the membrane. Cracks can be initiated more quickly
when combining large amplitude oscillation and thermal
cycling together, both of which may occur in an industrial
environment.

Measurement of the resonant behaviour showed the onset
of damage through variation of the temperature dependence
of the residual stress away from that predicted by a simple
model based on the coefficients of thermal expansion of the
constituent materials. The Q-factor of the membranes also
showed variations, indicative of the onset of damage leading
to changes in the boundary conditions of the membranes.

Two healing mechanisms were observed: expansion of the
Ge such that the sides of a crack met, and bridging forming
from underneath a non-through-thickness crack. This is likely
to be the case for sub-micrometer damage, while larger scale
damage, or cracks left to grow without any self-healing, will
still lead to failure of the device. Thermal annealing is often
used to reduce defect densities in Ge, although temperatures
are over 1100 K [41]. These temperatures would undoubtedly
irreversibly damage device structures, however, it may be pos-
sible to partially recover the crystal quality through localised
heating techniques such as laser pulse annealing, which is
commonly used for dopant activation in semiconductors [42].

Measurement of the resonant behaviour of the membrane
offers the potential for a quick, non-destructive technique for
measuring the stability of the structures, giving the opportunity
to perform annealing. A deviation away from the predicted
behaviour of the Q-factor (such as a drop, or a rise with
increasing temperature) is indicative of changes to the quality
of the membrane, such as the initiation of cracking or onset of
self-healing. In addition, unexpected changes in the resonance
frequency measured at low pressure are indicative of a change
in the NAVMI factor, again related to the mechanical quality
of the membrane. Whilst in these measurements piezoelectric
transducers were used to activate the sample, there is the
potential for using non-contact methods such as optical heat-
ing [43] or air-coupled ultrasound transducers, which could be

incorporated into a production line, giving a fully non-contact
measurement.
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